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Abstract

Since the previous Debrecen workshop on High-Energy Ion-Atom Collisions there
have been numerous experiments and substantial theoretical developments in the fields
of fast ion-atom and ion-solid collisions concerned with explicating the previously largely
underappreciated role of electrons as ionizing and exciting agents in such collisions. Ex-
amples to be discussed include the double electron ionization problem in He; transfer
ionization by protons in He; double excitation in He; backward scattering of electrons
in He; the role of electron-electron interaction in determining beta parameters for ELC;
projectile K ionization by target electrons; electron spin exchange in transfer excitation;
electron impact ionization in crystal channels; resonant coherent excitation in crystal
channels; excitation and dielectronic recombination in crystal channels; resonant trans-
fer and excitation; the similmfity of recoil ion spectra observed in coincidence with
electron capture vs. electron loss; and new research on ion-atom collisions at relativistic
energies.

Introduction

The role of electrons as passive, shielding agents in ion-atom collisious, whose effects
are largely taken into account by central field approximations and by Pauli antisym-
metrization., has a long and successful history in explicating many fascinating collision

phenomena among electrons, ions, atoms, and molecules in general, and ion- atom col-
lisions in particular. The active role of electrons as ionizing and exciting agents in their
own right has been generally less well appreciated. In thinking over the various possibil-
ities for responding to Prcf. Berenyi'sinjunction to keynote speakers- to give "special
emphasis to the development in the recent three years, pointing out the most actual
problems of the field and also the futm_ tendencies as you observe them"- it .%=creed
to me that recognition of this active participation of electrons as ionizing and exciting
agents in the course of ion-atom collisions has been a distinguishing feature of many of
the most stimulating papers that have appeared in the literature of the field during these
past ttLree years. Hence the choice of title: the term "Newly Appreciated" emphasizes
that the processes to be discussed have always been prominent in the physics - what is
new is mainly our improved insights into them.

We will divide our discussion, somewhat arbitrarily, into two parts: the first in which
electron-electron and electron-ion interactions are internal to one of the two colliding
systems, and the second in which these interactions are shared.

:.
Internal Electron-Electron Ionization And Excitation Interactions

We take as a starting point double ionization by photons, since a single photon
projectile interacts cleanly with only one target electron. Double ionization is entirely
attributable to electron correlation, taken here to mean Coulomb interaction among tar-
get electrons, and to include exchange effects. Even for photoionization, which lacks the
compiexity of the heavy collision paxtner, ,,_,,_,-'L......_,,,,,v,,_^,_Jl^":"":........_:.,_h,,,,,,,,._._,......a'_";*=*"J,,,,t,l,,
ionization can arise from direct ejection of two electrons; or from a tw_steuurocess
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where photoionization of an inner shell electron is followed by an Auger transition; or
by a two-electron Auger decay following creation of an inner shell vacancy.
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Fig. 1. Decomposition of Ar s+ photoion _ields observed in coincidence with K-L23-L23
autoionization electrons into components resulting from excitation of an Ar K electron

- into bound np levels. The shaded area represents recapture of the photoelectron by
post-collision interaction. From J. Levin et al., Ref. 1.

An example of how large internal electron-electron ionization probabilities can be is
illustrated by a recent experiment of Levin et al 1, who studied the photoion spectrum
resulting from the Auger decay of Ar atoms which had been resonantly photo_xcited to
the 4p, 5p, 6p, 7p .... levels of neutral Ar. Analysis of the photoion spectrum reveals that
the I-MM decay of each of the two L23 vacancies'usually formed in the most probable K-
LL autoionization decay channel additionally ionizes _27_ of these Rydberg electrons,
with the ionization probability of 7p electrons reaching _ 55%! Figure 1 illustrates the
excitation function of one of the photoion states observed as a function of photon energy.
As the exciting photon energy is raised in energy above the Rydberg resonances to
just above ionization threshold, a prominent shoulder in the excitation function is seen,
exhibiting the i,,t.*.resting phenomenon of recapture of the photoelectron by post-collision

interaction with departingAuger electrons, reducing the charge of the residual ion from
the expected, above threshold diagram value from +4 to +3.

Two-Electron Ionization in He

I In view of the complex as well as highly probable internal electron-electron inter-

action phenomena accompanying inner-shell excitation phenomena just noted, even for
the simple case of photon - single electron interactions, it is natural that the greatest

_ progress in understanding dynamics of both photon and ion interactions with atoms
in which electron correlation is important has concerned the simplest such target, He.

i Even for He, a number of surprises keep turning up.

For example, it is interesting to compare single and double photoionization cross

i sections with corresponding charged particle interaction cross sections. In the limit of

high photonen_ixes rand projectile particle energies (say above 10 times the ionization.... -'..... .-.,_.,,,_,-_;.,,_1',_ _h,_ r..;_,,_ ._Yn_t,t;,qn _.q that _nrtrt from kine-
Oblt:::ll_141:l&,4&IDI,4t,lklmL4Ll_ 4VL'L_I _l LU_ u_us-_8,,,Ir ) ---_ ----.-- _.-g----_--_ ..... "-" :'.... _° L

matie factors the particle and photommzatmn cross sections approach co_,verge to the
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same values2 Because of its specific sensitivity to electron correlation in double ioniza-
tion, and because common factors drop out, it has become customary to compare R, the
ratio of the double to single ionization cross sections in each case rather than the raw
cross sections themselves. Yet this ratio is found' to lie2 in the range R(hv) = 4 to5%,
and R(protons, antiprotons, electrons) in the range 0,2 to 0.4%, more than an order of
magnitude different 3-s. Actually, R(hv) is surprisingly ill established experimentally,
and is based on scattered data which is remarkably sparse above 200 eV, and could
profit from new measurements at higher photon energy 6. Until the comparatively re-
cent work reported in Refs. 3 - 5, little was firmly established about the _ymptotic
limit for the charged projectile case as well.

Reading and Ford have attributed the difference in R to the fact that "the ejected
electron in a high-energy ion-atom collision moves rather slowly away from the atom.
Thus the shakeoff limit is not applicable, and gives a cross section predicted to be an
order of magnitude higher than observed..." Here shakeoff refers to the sudden ejection
of one electron, leaving the other to collapse from a single-particle orbit in neutral He
to an appropriate linear combination of states in He+, including those shakeoff states
lying in the He2+ ionization continuum.

The divergent approach to an asymptotic R value common to electrons, positrons,
protons and antiprotons at large vp has a rich experimental and theoretical background
much of which almost (but not quite) fits into the three-year span of central interest
here. A succinct summary of events has been provided by Heber et al. s Following up
interesting differences between cross sections for double ionization for equal velocity elec-
trons and protons (cf. Fig. 1, first article, Ref. 6), more recent experiments and theory
have successfully sought to compare data for equivelocity protons and antiprotons3' 4
and electrons and positrons 7. These experiments have shown that the observed differ-
ences reflect a large effect associated with projectile charge sign. At projectilevelocities
corresponding to ,-, 1 MeV/u R is found to about be a factor of 2 larger tor electrons
and antiprotons than it is for positrons and protons. Above 10 MeV/u the R values for
ali four projectiles appear to level off at about 2 - 3 x 10-a.

A number of interesting possible mechanisms to explain these particle-antiparticle
differences were discussed (and some rejected).by Andersen et al. a Among these were
shakeoff, disregarded for reasons already given; a two-step (second Born approximation)
process labelledTS- 1, in which a fit'st electron "struck" by the incident projectile goes
on to knock out a second (scaling as the second power of the projectile charge); another
two-step mecha_sm thought important at lower projectile velocities labelled TS- 2,
consisting of two consecutive projectile-electron encounters in the same collision (scaling

| as the fourth power of the projectile charge). Since the particle-a_atiparticle differences

i reflect an odd power of the charge, two interference effects were considered. Interference
between TS- 2 and shakeoff, or between 'TS- 1 and TS- 2, may account for these
differences. In fact, it has recently been shown by V6gh and BurgdSrfer a that TS - 1

I and shakeoff are equivalent (up to a sign). 'Subsequently the novel calculations of Reading mad Ford, usin_ their so-called forced
impulse method, not only produced good qualitative understanding of the nmgni_ude
and velocity dependence of R for both protons and antiprotons, but also (with the in-
clusion of d as well as s and p orbitals in their basis) quantitative agreement with the
asymptotic value of R. Figures 2 and 3, drawn respectively from Ref. 4, item 2, and Ref.
5, illustrate these points. The former reference attributes the proton,antiproton differ-
ence primarily to an interference between first and second Born amplitudes depending
critically on non-dipole transitions, without commenting further on the relative merits
of the interference mechanisms identified by Andersen et al. The dotted curve shows
the prediction of Ford and Reading multiplied by 1.35. Convergence toward a good un-
derstanding of the double ionization problem seemed well on its way until publication
of the results of Heber et al., who used beams of N7+ ions to study R in the 10 - 30
MeV/u range, in these experiments R was found to remain nearly cou_taait ovei the
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velocity range at about 0.01, some 4- 5 X higher than tile high-velocity limit establislied
previously forq = 1 projectiles, and also found for 20 MeV/u He projectiles! On this
disquieting note we end this discussion of double ionization in He, and pass on to the
closely related subjects of transfer ionization by protons in He, and double excitation

of He by fast ions. R *
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Fig. 2. The ratio R between double and single ionization cross sections for antiprotons,
protons, and electrons in He. The broken and full curves labelled sp and spdare first
Born results of Ford and Rea_ling, Ref. 4, item 2. Filled squares, antiproton data from ,
Ref. 3. Other filled symbols, electron data. Open symbols, proton data. References to
experimental data are given in Re.f. 4, item 2.
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| Fi_;. 3. Comparison of R found by Heber et al. for nitrogen and helium projectiles

i with other data for electrons, protons, and low- energy nitrogen ions. References to theother data as well as to a semiempirical calculation of H. Knudsen et al. are given in
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Transfer Ionization by Protons in Heliut,I

In a recent experiment Phlinkhs s et al. investigated the angular distribution of
electrons ejected from He near the projectile velocity in coincidence with the capture of
the other electron by 1 MeV protons, a special case of double ionization us_lally referred
to as transfer ionization. In an approximate description of the process studied, the
captured electron first collides with the proton, and then scatters into a bound state of
the projectile through a second collision witk the other electron (p-e-e scattering). The
signature of the process is a peak near 90° in the angular distribution of the ejected
electrons, and is illustrated in Fig. 4. Good agreement for this very small cross section
is found with the second Born calculations of Briggs and Taulbjerg. s
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Fig. 4. Doubly differential cross section of electron emis_on at 600 eV following
transfer ionization of Ne (open circles) and He (closed circles) by 1 MeV protons. The
solid curve is derived from Briggs and Taulbjerg. From J. P£1inkks et al., and J. Briggs
and K. Taulbjerg, Ref. 8.

I Doubleexcitation of He by Fast Ions

The kinship of double excitation of He by charged particles to double ionization
has been explored recently by J. Giese et al. 9, who note that double excitation leads
to better understood states of well defined energies, quantum numbers, and angular
distributions, but also the drawback of requiring interpretation of interferences between
these resonances and the underlying single ionization continuum. First and second or-
der processes quite analogous to those already discussed for the two-electron ionization
problem enter, with corresponding opportunities to study first order processes scaling

as the second power of the projectile charge q, second order processes scaling as q4, and
various possible interferences scaling as q . Better understanding of these scalings was
sought through exploration of the projectile charge q dependence of the electron emission

i yields from the doubly excited 2s2( _S), 2s2p( _P), and 2p2( _D) states of He produced by
,| electrons, protons, C ions (q=4-6), and F ions (q=7-9). The results indicated that exci-

! tation to the 2s2 and 2p2(tD) states increase approximately as < qS while excitation
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to the 2s2p state varies as approximately q2. Figure 5 illustrates the total cross section
data obtained for the 2p2( 1D) state scaled by q2, together with overlapping earlier data
of Pedersen and Hvelplund 9, and a very recent coupled states calculation of Fritsch
and Lin _. The l_'itsch and Lin calculation is said to specifically treat electron-electroni

: interactions, and is seen to give a much steeper q dependence than the data.I
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Fig. • : 15. TotM averaged emission cross section for the 2p (D) state scaled by q2.
Open circles r_epresent corrected data of Pedersen and Hvelplund, while the diamonds

rrepresent calculations of Pritsch and Lin. From Ref. 9.

Shared Electron-Electron Ionization And Excitation Interactions

We turn now to the some of the many recently observed, highly interesting mani-
festations of electron-electron and electron-ion interactions in situations where the ex-
citation or ic.nization of one partner in an ion-atom collision is attributable to collision
interactions with the other. The first of the_se to be considered is backward scattering
of electrov_ .'t'rom projectile ionizing collbions.

Backscattering of Electrons in Projectile,Ionlzing Collisions

An expl,_ratory study of projectile ionizing collisions (which includes electron loss to
continuum, ELC) for _ 0.5 MeV/u He+ ")n He, Ne, Ar has been undertaken by K6ver
et al. of ATOMKI in Debrecen, working together with Heil etal, l° of the University of

| Frankfurt..A plot of singly differential cross sections da/dft vs. electron ejection angle
:l is shown in Fig. 6.

i
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The strong deviation of the measured data from two theoretical calculations, one
using plane wave Born approximation by KSver, Szab6, Hell et al, and the second by
Hartley and Waiters 1°, is especially evident at the most backward angles. According to
calculations in progress by Wang and BurgdSrfer I i, the most likely explanation is the
increasing prominence of a second order process involving electron -electron inelastic

scatterivg in combination with a hard elastic scattering of the freed electron w_th the
nucleus.
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Fig. 6. Singly differential cross section for projectile ionization for 2 MeV He+ on He,
Ne, Ar collisions over the range 90 to 180 deg. From Ref. 10.

Sign Change in Quadrupole Asymmetry Parameter 3_ in He + -He ELC
Cusps

ELC corresponds to the fraction of projectile ionization electrons emitted within
some half-angle of collection O0 of the forward direction. Under some circumstances,
e.g. for loss from He+(2p0) substates in He+ - rare gas collisions at sufficiently high
velocities for the Bom approximationto apply, BurgdSrfer et al.li found that in the
now familiar multipole expansion of the ELC azlgular distribution, the quadrupole (ft2)
component caa take on large positive values. For sufficiently large values, a dip or
inversion near the tip of the cusp can occur.

For He+ -He collisions in the range 50 - 150 keV/u, Guly£s et al. find the steep
variation.of ft2 with beam velocity illustrated in Fig. 7. Since it is a feature of the
theory that inelastic electron - electron interactions reduce the value of 32, its rapid
decrease to negative values are thought to reflect a correspondingly speedy onset of the
importance of inelastic electron-electron collisions in this ELC process. The decrease

l observed is considerably more rapid than found in the related thcorctical calculations,' which are also illustrated in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. /_2 parameter for He+ - He collisions as a function of projectile velocity. Full
circles, experiments Of Guly_ et al. Theory from Burgd6rfer, Sz&bo et _1.: dashed
line, initial state of projectile, ls; dotted line, 2s; solid line, 80% ls plus 20% 2s.
From Ref. 11.

Projectile K Ionization by Target Electrons

Very clear illustrations of electron-electron interaction between projectile and target
electrons are provided by very recent measurements by HiilskStter et al. 12 of cross sec-

of_Oe75exp35mMene_rC_lt _d e O ?+ projectiles col-t!ons for projectile K-sheU ionization • - .
liding with Hs and tie targets. Some s displayed in F,ig. 8.
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Fi_. 8. Projectile ionization cross sections for O7+ on (a) H2, and Cb) He. The
solid curves give the results of screening-antiscreening calc,ul.ations described in Ref. 12,
and the dashed curves pure PWBA calculations. The sohd symbols display the recent

.i' experimental results of Hfdsk6tter et al., and the open symbols earlier results from other

I laboratories (see citations in Ref. 12).
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In explaining the observed data, the authors take into account the effect of target elec-
trons by introducing a screened Coulomb interaction between the projectile electron
and the target, where however the t.arget electrons not only act coherently as screening
agents, but also incoherently as i0mzing (antmcreening) agents. The expe,-q'mental re-
sults are found to agree with plane wave Born approximation calculations which take

• both into account. For energies for which the target electrons have sufficient energy irl
the projectile frame to ionize the projectile electron, the electron-electron interaction
thus leads to a significant observed increase in the total ionization cross section.

Spin Exchange in Transfer Excitation

A direct manifestation of the interaction of projectile and target electrons has been
studied '_y Zouros et al. 13, who measured the production of ls2s2p4P projectile states
excited in collisions of ls22sO 5+ and F6+ with He and H2. The 4p state cannot be
produced in direct projectile electron - target nucleus excitation, since the necesscry
electron spin flip is very rare for such low Z ions. However, ls to 2p excitation to
the quartet P state can proceed by the exchange of the projectile electron with the
exciting target electron. Zouros eta/. showed that the production cross _ctions was
found to increase sharply with projectile energy above ,75 MeV/u. Figure 9 shows data

from,OS+.on He, H2 collisions. The energy dependence (but not the magnitude)of thethresnmdlia_ behavior of the measured cross sections is tires found to be well described
using calculated cross sections 13 for electron impact ionization found in the literature,
folded with the momentum distribution or Compton profile of the target electrons. This

type of accounting for the target electrons' approximately "free" nature is analogous
to the impulse approximation treatment of resonance transfer excitation (RTE), which

" relates dielectronic rc-combination, another free electron-ion collision process, to that of
RTE occurring in ion-atom collisions.
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Fig. 9. Cross sections for the production of 1s2_2p 4p states by is -+2p projectile
excitation in collisions of 0 5+ with He and H2 targets vs projectile energy. Dashed and
dashed-dotted lines give corresponding scaled theoretical excitation functions, using
theoretical electron impact excitation cross sections folded by the Compton profile of
the target. Threshold is marked by an arrow. From Rcf. 13.

Electron Impact Ionization and Excitation in Crystal Channels

i Collisions between ions and the electrons of a macroscopic "molecule", namely aperfect single crystal, have long been studied in channeling experiments, where most of

i;I the interaction occurs with crystal electrons in regions distant from lattice sites, with the

projectile ions colliding only gently with those of the lattice. The nearly free electrons
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found near the centers of channels, spread in energy only by the Penni distributions of
the conduction or valence electrons, has been exploited by Claytor et all4 to determine
the electron impact ionization cross sections for Be-like to H-like uranium for 222 kcV
electrons (in the rest frame of the projectile ions), The large density of electrons -
> 102.3per em 3 - makes possible the measurement of very small cross sections. In these
experiments, 405 MeV/u uranium ions were channeled in the < 110 > channel of Si
to obtain cross sections of 8.9; 11.0; 16.0, and 31.0_ (+100%,- 50%), respectively, for
ls, ls 2, 2s, and 282 electrons. The results for the ls and ls 2 cross sections disagree
with pre_ent theory,(See Table I,)

TABLE I. Electron impact ionization cross sections (b).

Ion State Expt. Pindzola_Buie Scofield Younger Lotz

U9t+ la 3.9 1.5 0.8 0.7
U_t ls 2 11.0 3.0 1.7 1.4

Usg+-Ug°+ 2s 16,0 13,0 29,0 9.4 i2.0
Uss+-Ut_+ 2s2 31.0 26.0 57.0 19.8 24.0

For original theoretical papet_, see Ref. 14:"

Resonant Coherent Excitation of Convoy Electrons in Crystal Channels

An axially channeled ion feels the anharmonic periodic potential of the crystal as an
oscillatory electric field with a fundamental frequency u = v/d, where d is the atomic
spacing and v the ion velocity. When the frequency (or a tfigher harmonic) coincides

' with an excitation energy of the ion, RCE can occur. This effect was first observed
throug'l the change in the charge state distribution of emergent ions ts, reflecting the

: higher probability for electron loss from resonantly excited states of projectile ions.
Recently, Iwata et al15 have observed photons emitted from excited state_ formed by
RCE.

i i..... ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' I
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Fig. 10. Beam energy dependence of absolute convoy electron yields measured in
coincidence with exit C t+ ions, normalized to the number of exit C s+ ions. The solid line
shows results of a model calculation for ELC, and the dashed line shows the calculated
contribution from excited states. _om Ref. 16.
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Very recently, Kimura et al, 16 have made the first identification of a clear effect of
RCE on convoy electron production. Figure 10 shows a large enhancement of the yield of
convoy electrons in coincidence with C _+ ions traversing the/100) axis of 160 tlm thick
Au crystals, normalized to the ntunber of exit C s+ ions, as the incident velocity is swept
through the second harmonic ls- 2s and 2p (RCE) resonances near 20 MeV. A detailed
rate-equation production model fit to t_he data, which includes separate treatment of
the C 5+ ground andexcited state populations, reveals that while tile fraction of ali C5+
ion in the excited state is _<1/3, these excited ions contribute to _>80% of the convoy
yield!

Dielectronic Excitation and Recombination - in Crystal Channels and in
Resonant Transfer Excitation

• Strictly speaking, dielectronic recombination is a resonant ' process in which a free
electron of carefully selected relative velocity resonantly excites a bound target electron
to an excited state, Sticks to form a doubly excited state, and radiative stabilization of
the recombined atom or ion then occurs. Though it is tempting mid timely to discuss the
beautifully resolved dielei:tronic recombination resonances observed in the recent work
of Andersen et al. 17, we elect to bypass this interesting subject because it has been
so extensively discustmd and reviewed in many recent conferences and review articles,
because it focusses primarily on free electron-ion collisions, and also because it is to
discussed by others (e.g., Tanis and Cocke) in subsequent papers at this Workshop.

In a series of recent experiments, Datz et al. is have succeeded in studying dielec-
trortic excitation and recombination in crystal channels. These phenomena were ob-
served for H-like S, Ca, and Ti, and for He-like Ti, traversing the < 110 > and < 100 >
channels in Si. Sample data is shown in Fig. 11, which exhibits for Ca 19+ the yield
per injected ion of unresolved hvl(2£n£'-_ lsn£') plus hv3(2,e --4 la) transitions. Both
arise from filling a K hole irt an empty K shell. The features correspond to dielectronic
excitation of KLL, KLM, KLN, etc., and, at 300 MeV, to la --4 2p excitation. The
dielectronic recombination resonances are broalened and reduced in amplitude, owing
tO the small but finite width of the electron Fermi energy distribution (_ 10 eV).
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Fig. 11. Yield of hvl(2£n£' --* lsne') plus hv_(2g .--, ls) asa function of Ca ion
energy incident on a < 110 > channel in a 1.2 /_m thick Si crystal. Thresholds for
various dielectronic processes are shown. The solid curve corresponds to a computer
simulation, l_om Ref. 18.



That similar phenomena occur in ion-atom collisions, where electron transfer from
a target atom is accompanied by simultaneous excitation of a bound projectile electron,
has been known for quite some time. Tanis has recently provided two reviews 19. In this
cas.e resonances axe broadened more strongly still than for dielectronic recombination
of lorts in crystals, owing to the folding of the bound electrons' momentum distribution
(Compton profile) with the resonances. _ ,

Because Tanis is to discuss this subject subsequently in this Workshop, no doubt

more ex.per!ly than I, it see.ms best, to leave the bulk of discussion about resonant transfer
an..dexcitation (RTE)to him. Here we provide only two Illustrations of the transfer ex-
citation process. The first is Fig. 12, which presents a schematic overview of the three
different'known mechanisms w_ch lead to transfer excitation in energetic ion- atom
collisions- the resonant mechanism just discussed, in which electron-electr0n interac-
tions between projectile and target electrons dominate; non-resonant transfer excitation
(NTE), which occurs through independent capture by the projectile coincident with pro-
jectlle electron excitation by the target nucleus; and the so-called uncorrelated transfer
excitation (UTE), coming from target electron excitation of a projectile electron, coin-
cident with electron capture by the projectile. In the systems so far investigated, the
NTE and UTE process_ tend to dominate the TE probability at somewhat lower and
higher projectile energies, respectively, than the range for which RTE dominates.
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lUTE}
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Fig. 12. Schematic overview of resonant, n_nresonant, and uncorrelated transfer
excitation processes. From J. A. Tanis, presented at the U. S.- Japan Seminar on
Exotic and Highly Ionized Ions, Anchorage, June, 1990. *
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This situation is illustrated in Fig. 13, which shows the various contributions to TE
for S 13_" on He, observed in the x-ray decay channel.
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Fig. 13. Trander excitation cross sections for S 13+ on He. Data measured by J. Tanis
et al. [Phys. Rev. A31, 4040 (1985)] are for S K x-rays coincident with single capture.
The upper dashed cu_e is the calculated RTE cross section X 0.85, and the solid curve
is the calculated NTE cross section normalized to the data. The lower dashed curve
is the estimated UTE cross section taken from tlle work of Y. Hahn and H. Ramadan,

I Nucl. Inst. Meth. B43, 285 (1989). From Ref. 19.

I Similarity of Recoil Ion Spectra Observed in Coincidence with Electron
aB, Capture vs. Electron Loss
qm

I In _ naner bv Levin .st al. 2° concerning the decisive importance of vac.ancy c.ascades
;n A_'_:L,_-.,_,,_,m_h recod ion charge state distributions in nearly symmetric, U..YMeV/u

:i CI on Ar collisions, the recoil ion charge state spectrum was studied m coincidence wl._n

single and double, electron capture and loss collisions. The remarkable similarity of therecoil ion spectra for coincident double capture vs. double loss is apparent in Fig. 14.
_]m The enrichment of highly ionized states in the recoil spectrum corresponding to
.i capture of two L-shell electrons proved easy to explain quantitatively by considering the
lm additional autoionization corresponding to two vacancy cascades. The nearly identical
:-_ appearance of the recoil spectra coincident with double electron l_os..ssstrongly suggests,lm

that loss of two projectile L-shell electrons is highly correlated with ionization of two
i-m_ L-shell target electrons in the same collision. (Similar results were obtained in compar-
--I ing recoil ion spectra for single ca.pture and loss). Electron-electron collisions among

target and projectile electrons _vmg rise to symmetric ionization of both is a plausi-
ble mechanism for accounting for this mutual ionization. Although the fast collision

- conditions prevailing are well out of.the adiabatic collision regime for which molecular
_- orbital collision models are expected to apply, such a mechanism is reminiscent of the

promote_on nf 4faMO's into the continuum, well known to produce L-shell vacancies in
-_: much lower energy collisions.
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Fig. 14. Time of flight spectra for Ar recoil ions produced by beams of 0.7 MeV/u OI
ions, measured in coincidence with double electron capture, and double electron loss,
respectively. Note the remar "kable similarity of the recoil ion spectra for double capture
vs. double loss. From Ref. 20.

New Research on Ion-Atom Collisions Physics atRelativistic Energies

We conclude with some examples of new experiments in which the role of electrons

- and in this case, their positron antiparticles - is again decisive, but in the domain

of relativistic atomic collisions. In our choice of examples we draw upon the work of a
m panel that considered relativistic atomic collisions within a larger workshop on future
i opportunities in atomic and molecular Science held in 1989.21
•I _The first of two main areas of research identified ashaving high potential by the
ii panel lies in the area of fast heavy ion-atom collisions: Because peripheral atomic col-

- lisions at TeV/u energies can be viewed as virtual photon-photon collisions owing to
'1l Lorentz contraction of the Coulomb fields, the resultant production of single and mul-

l tiple electron-positron pairs presents new experimental and theoretical challenges. For
example, in TeV/u U +U collisions, the projectile field at a target nucleus appears
essentially as an intense pulse of photons with energies _>100 GeV, not only permitting

_=4 copious production of electron-positron pairs but also elementary particle pairs (muons,
:_. tauons, W's-, etc.,._ While _possibilities. for studying such collisions do not yet exist,
i beams of 1 GeV/u U presently exist at GSI and LBL, and of 200 GeV/u S at CERN.

Examples o¢.particular experimental possibilities include:
i ._1) Study of the differential cross section for electron-positron pair production, in-on
=. eluding theenergy and angular distribution of both electr s and positrons. There

t_ .,._--..,:,,.,,-. ;.-, _K=,_,.,=_;,-_I n,-aA;t-t;anq _nr these cross sections 21
--- '° "="="".........of ' to (K)i (2) Pair production with capture the electron in ant projectile shell.
i Experimentally, this process can be distinguished from fr0e pair production because of" gh_-_ the charge change of the projectile. Though the cross section is thou. t to be an order
lira

...... _11_ ,i'11 P



of magnitude or twosmaller than that for free pair production, it is also thought to be
measurable already at a relativistic time dilation factor -f = 2;

(3) Radiative electron capture accompanied by electron-positron pair emission. For
fast enough collisions, it has long been known that electron capture from a target atom
accompanied by photon emission can dominate over mechanical capt'ure. Preliminary
calculations 21 indicate that for 7 _ 3, radiative capture accompanied ' by electron-
positron pair emission may be detectable. If so_ a ca_'eful discriminat!on between poss!- i
bilities (2) and (3) must be made, since in the former charge state change occurs with
positron emission alone, while in the latter a pair is emitted.

At the time of writing an initial experiment 22 set up to explore possibilities (1) and
(2) is underway at the CERN SPS facility. The experiment is beingrun with 200 GeV/u
S beams oa Au, and (for testing scaling and calibration), Al and Pd. Recent calculations
by Rh0ades-Brown, Bottcher, and Strayer 22 for the cross sections for capture for various
symmetric pairs are shown in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 15. Capture cross sections scaled with respect to 12 = 1.49 kb, where I is the
rationalized Compton wave length, for the various symmetric collision pairs marked.
From Ref. 22.

If the cross section is scaled as Z2, the cross section for the S on Au collision system
at the 7 value corresponding to the available center of mass energy is predicted to be
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, DISCLAIMER

I Tiffs report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or

_!llI process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,

I manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

_'l and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of tile

United States Government or any agency thereof.
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